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please note - the design of the website used in this
video has changed since the video was recorded.
this means that the code shown in the video no

longer works. the downloadable file contains both
the original version of the code and a version which
works with the current version of the website. excel
vba doesn't have a native method for downloading

files from websites but you can declare an api
function that will enable you to do this. this video
takes you through the process of declaring the api

function and using it in your code, along with a
bunch of other useful techniques such as using

folder pickers, creating folders with
filesystemobjects and opening a windows explorer
window using the shell function. please note - the

design of the website used in this video has
changed since the video was recorded. this means
that the code shown in the video no longer works.
the downloadable file contains both the original
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version of the code and a version which works with
the current version of the website. excel vba doesn't

have a native method for downloading files from
websites but you can declare an api function that

will enable you to do this. the aria-labelledby
attribute is used to provide atag or aria description

information to assistive technology users. for
example, a text field labelled with aria-labelledby

would be described as "text field with value of '''''".
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as we develop wai-aria, much attention is focused
on developing the technical aspects, on

documenting the standard as it changes, and on
adding data to the wai-aria book and other

resources. but, as in all r&d projects, it is also
important to pay attention to user needs, user

behaviors, and user interactions. in the wai-aria-ig,
we are working to find ways to address the

accessibility challenges that are unique to the mdria
application development process. the complexities
of using markup to describe accessibility options

mean that, when building a rich-internet-application,
it is important to understand the accessibility needs
of users on many different devices. the wai-aria-ig is

also concerned with the wai-aria technical issues
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that are encountered in mdria development, and we
are also interested in the general aspects of mdria,

such as the issues we need to address in order to be
able to reuse the code built for the desktop and the
other devices as well. this includes topics such as

device capability testing and device metadata,
accessibility on mobile devices, accessibility in
dynamically-built pages, and offline support for

accessible pages. 5ec8ef588b
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